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facilitate cooperation with overlapping Interreg programmes and the 
involvement of external stakeholders.  
The Visual Identity Manual for DTP projects is available on OwnCloud. 
Here you can find the necessary information concerning logos, colours, 
templates. 
The colour code for CultPlatForm_21 priority “green” is: 
 

 

 

7.4.1 The logo of the project 
All project activities have to be branded with the given project logo. The 
logo should be used on all communication materials (both hard copy and 
electronic as well as to display it in events) issued by the authorities / 
beneficiaries, only in English. Expenditures for any project deliverable 
which does not carry the relevant logos will not be regarded eligible by 
the national controllers! 

 
 
 
The pre-defined logos for all DTP projects include all elements that are 
necessary for a successful branding of the project activities: 

• European Union emblem 
• Name of the European Union and fund  

• Name of funding strand 
• Programme name 
• Project acronym 

 
The standard logo should be used whenever possible and ideally used on 
white backgrounds only. Using the logo on a coloured background is 
possible if there is no alternative, but it has to be a very light background. 
Furthermore the logo must be placed in a central and visible top position 
of the material (in the first/main page) and it can never be smaller than 
any other logo included in the same material. 
 

 

 

Alternative versions of the project logo, available on OwnCloud, are: 
1. Greyscale logo / Black and white logo / 1-colour logo for single 

colour reproductions (only to be used whenever the full-color 
version of the logo cannot be applied) 

2. Negative logo (only to be used whenever using reflex blue 
background. 

  
Fig. 12: CultPlatForm_21 standard project logo 

Fig. 11: CultPlatForm_21 colour codes 

Fig. 13: CultPlatForm_21 project 
logo: smallest size  
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BACKGROUND
Danube Cultural Platform – Creative 
Space of the 21st 
Century: The Project
Art – culture – tourism is the tight definition of the 
trans-national project “Danube Culture Platform – Cre-
ative Space for the 21st Century” that the guidebook re-
sourcing hidden heritage for tourism is produced. 

The main objective of the project is a development of 
an innovative multilevel policy framework for cultural 
routes in the Danube area. The activities are looking for 

response to manifold themes: to develop new desti-
nations along the Danube (tourism) by discovering, 
resourcing and interpreting hidden heritage by means 
of contemporary arts and technologies (culture) as well 
as to experience the culture of expanded European cul-
tural routes along the Danube (international audience/ 
tourists).  It shall be the driving force for strategic devel-
opment, future activities and cooperation of culture and 
tourism stakeholders in the Danube region. Its focus lies 
on promoting cultural exchange and connecting culture 
and tourism.
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The intention of the Danube Cultural Platform project 
is to expand European cultural routes, to discover hid-
den cultural heritage along the Danube and to make the 
invisible visible by the means of contemporary arts and 
technologies.

The project interprets the hidden heritage as invisible 
because sites/events are less known - beyond the scene, 
situated beneath the ground, destroyed, banned or re-
pressed for political or societal reasons, disappeared or 
of immaterial nature (for e.g. submerged communities/
heritage due to the creation of artificial lakes, removed 
cemeteries, communication structures such as postal 

systems, neglected buildings and bridges, locations de-
stroyed during the wars. Yet the hidden heritage might 
also include music, literature, river & lifestyle, etc.

The platform aims at strengthening participative gov-
ernance for cultural routes involving stakeholders from 
14 Europe Union Strategy for Danube Region (EUS-
DR) countries, from culture, tourism and science. It is 
planned to discover places of history and to support 
existing cultural routes in cooperation with the Council 
of Europe. Therefore, the European Institute of Cultural 
Routes (EICR) is the strategic and close cooperation part-
ner of the project. 
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Under the lead of the Federal Chancellery of Austria the 
Danube Cultural Platform brings together relevant actors 
from culture and tourism, governmental and non-gov-
ernmental bodies to promote innovative formats and 
audience development for cultural heritage along the 
Danube as follows:

•	 Federal Chancellery of Austria, Division II: Arts 
and Culture (Lead) (AT)

•	  State of Upper Austria (Directorate Culture rep-
resented by the Museum of Upper

•	 Austria and the Upper Austria Culture Quarter) 
(AT) Ministry of Science, Research and the Arts 
Baden-Württemberg (DE)

•	 Ministry of Culture and National Identity of Ro-
mania (RO)

•	 Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Bulgaria 
(BG)

•	 Ministry of Tourism of the Republic of Bulgaria 
(BG)

•	 City of Regensburg (DE)

•	 Zsolnay Heritage Management Non-Profit Ltd. 
(HU)

•	 Danube Competence Center (RS)

The project lasts two and a half years (2017 – 2019) and 
is supported with Interreg Danube Transnational Pro-
gramme, co-funded by European Union Funds (ERDF, 
IPA, ENI).

Aim of the Guidebook
The Danube Cultural Platform project stresses the im-
portance to develop the guidebook on resourcing hidden 
heritage for tourism which serves as tool for practitioners 
on assessing, managing and evaluating the heritage sites, 
emphasising the hidden aspect of cultural heritage. 

The guidebook is organized in three sections. Section I - 
Introduction chapter address the evolvement of cultural 
heritage, its tangible and intangible aspects and valorisa-
tion of heritage for other sectors, in particular tourism. 
The Contextualization chapter intended to establish 
grounds for recognizing, framing and reveal connec-
tions between the cultural heritage known forms and its 
hidden part, but also frame policy options, and research 
areas potentially relevant for hidden heritage. In chapter 
on Tourism Potential the cultural heritage is assessed as 
resource contributing to destination attractiveness and 
competitiveness. Furthermore, in chapters on Communi-
cation and Interpretation, rules and principles as well as 
interpretation materials (data / tools / facilities) are pro-
vided. The chapter on Benchmarks offering best practices 
on development of various aspects of hidden heritage 
and history events for tourism purpose. 

The Section II addresses the cultural routes and linkages 
to the Council of Europe Cultural Routes, existing ones 
and-or new cultural routes in the Danube region, 

In Section III the hidden heritage data base and proposals 
collected from the Danube Cultural Platform project on 
cultural heritage sites and historic events and its possible 
connections with the Danube is presented. 
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SECTION I
Chapter I: INTRODUCTION 
Heritage represents the accumulated knowledge, prac-
tices, skills, and institutions on which we draw to bring 
the past into the present and to stimulate reflection on 
the future. It forms the collective cultural memory of a 
society, acting as a source of artistic and scientific inspi-
ration, creativity and enterprise for current and future 
generations.

We inherited a wealth of tangible and intangible cultural 
resources that embody the collective memory of com-
munities across the world and buttress their sense of 
identity. These resources are essentially non-renewable.

Awareness of responsibility for this fragile wealth has 
crystallized mainly around the built environment: his-
toric monuments and sites. Heritage in all its aspects is 
still not being used as broadly and effectively as it might 
be, nor as sensitively managed as it should be.

Non-physical remains such as place names or local tra-
ditions are also part of the cultural heritage. Particularly 
significant are the interactions between these and nature: 
the collective cultural landscape. Only the preservation 
of these enables us to see cultures in a historical perspec-
tive.

Each society needs to assess the nature and precarious-
ness of its heritage resources in its own terms and deter-
mine the contemporary uses it wishes to make of them 
in the spirit of sustainable development.

HERITAGE DEFINITIONS
The UNESCO World Heritage Centre defines heri-
tage as “our legacy from the past, what we live with 
today, and what we pass on to future generations. 
Our cultural and natural heritage are irreplaceable 
sources of life and inspiration”.1

The Council of Europe’s Framework Convention 
on the value of cultural heritage for society2 de-
fines cultural heritage as “a group of resources in-
herited from the past which people identify, inde-
pendently of ownership, as a reflection and expres-
sion of their constantly evolving values, beliefs, 
knowledge and traditions. It includes all aspects 
of the environment resulting from the interaction 
between people and places through time”

1 http://whc.unesco.org/en/about
2 opened for signature in Faro on 27 October 2005
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WORLD HERITAGE LIST - CULTURE
Criteria for the Inclusion of Cultural Properties on the World Heritage List

The criteria for the inclusion of cultural properties on the World Heritage List are considered in the context of Ar-
ticle 1 of the Convention, that is reproduced below:

monuments: architectural works, works of monumental sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an ar-
chaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal 
value from the point of view of history, art or science;

groups of buildings groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their architecture, their homo-
geneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of history, art or 
science;

sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and of man, and areas including archaeological sites which 
are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological points of view.

CRITERIA
A monument, group of buildings or site which is nominated should meet one of the following criteria3:

(i) represent a masterpiece of human creative genius; or

(ii) exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on 
developments in architecture, monumental arts or town-planning and landscape design; or 

(iii) bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilisation which is living or 
which has disappeared; or

(iv) be an outstanding example of a type of building or architectural ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) 
significant stage(s) in human history; or

(v) be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement or land-use which is representative of a culture 
(or cultures), especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change; or

(vi) be directly or tangibly associated with events or living traditions, with ideas, or with beliefs, with artistic and 
literary works of outstanding universal significance

3 http://whc.unesco.org/en/criteria/
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WORLD HERITAGE LIST – NATURE
Criteria for the Inclusion of Natural Properties on the World Heritage List

In accordance with Article 2 of the Convention, the following is considered as “natural heritage”:

“natural features consisting of physical and biological formations or groups of such formations, which are of out-
standing universal value from the aesthetic or scientific point wof view; geological and physiographical forma-
tions and precisely delineated areas which constitute the habitat of threatened species of animals and plants of 
outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or conservation; natural sites or precisely delineated 
natural areas of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science, conservation or natural beauty.”

A natural heritage property -- as defined above -- which is submitted for inclusion on the World Heritage List, will 
be considered to be of “outstanding universal value” for the purposes of the Convention when the Committee 
finds that it meets one or more of the following criteria, and fulfils the conditions of integrity set out below. 

CRITERIA
Sites nominated should therefore:

(i) be outstanding examples representing major stages of earth’s history, including the record of life, significant on-
going geological processes in the development of landforms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features; 
or

(ii) be outstanding examples representing significant ongoing ecological and biological processes in the evolution 
and development of terrestrial, fresh water, coastal and marine ecosystems and communities of plants and ani-
mals; or

(iii) contain superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and aesthetic importance; or 

(iv) contain the most important and significant natural habitats for in-situ conservation of biological diversity, 
including those containing threatened species of outstanding universal value from the point of view of science or 
conservation.
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WORLD HERITAGE 
CONVENTION
The Convention Concerning the Protection of the 
World Cultural and Natural Heritage (UNESCO, 
1972) is an international agreement through which 
nations join together to conserve a collection of the 
world’s timeless treasures. Each country, or “State 
Party” to the Convention recognises its primary duty 
to ensure the identification, protection, conservation 
and transmission to future generations of the cultur-
al and natural heritage situated on its territory. 

To date, more than 170 States Parties have signed 
the World Heritage Convention, making it one of the 
most powerful protection instruments in the world. 
It is the only international legal instrument for the 
protection of both cultural and natural sites encour-
aging cooperation among nations for safeguarding 
their heritage.
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INTANGIBLE HERITAGE
While UNESCO initially focused on works of art, built 
environments  and  natural  spaces, the later UNESCO 
conventions and declarations have included other forms 
of cultural heritage, notably the notion of intangible her-
itage. The recognition of intangible and ‘movable’ cultur-
al heritage in the Convention for the Safeguarding for 
the Intangible Heritage (2003) significantly recognised 
other forms of heritage that has meaning beyond materi-
al manifestations, is transmitted through the generations 
and which is also central in shaping identity.

The importance of intangible cultural heritage is not 
the cultural manifestation itself but rather the wealth 
of knowledge and skills that is transmitted. The social 
and economic value of this transmission of knowledge is 
relevant for minority groups and for mainstream social 
groups within a State, and is as important for developing 
States as for developed ones.

The 2003 Convention is aimed at safeguarding the uses, 
representations, expressions, knowledge and techniques 
that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals, 
recognise as an integral part of their cultural heritage. 
Around the world, 150 States have joined the 2003 Con-
vention.
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INTANGIBLE CULTURAL 
HERITAGE
UNESCO’s 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding 
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage indicates five 
broad ‘domains’ in which, among others, intangible 
cultural heritage is manifested:

- Oral traditions and expressions, including 
language as a vehicle of the intangible cul-
tural heritage 

- Performing arts

- Social practices, rituals and festive events

- Knowledge and practices concerning nature 
and the universe

- Traditional craftsmanship  

VALORISATION OF HERITAGE
The global diversity of cultures and the unique experi-
ences they can provide is a key resource for the other sec-
tor such as tourism. 

Tourism is foremost a form of economic development 
which has cultural resources at its foundations. However, 
it is also a form of development that although bound to 
economic realities is nonetheless a means by which indi-
viduals and societies can access to and gain insight of one 
another’s places and pasts. Through experience, educa-
tion and enjoyment, tourism can be a liberating vehicle 
for gaining and exchanging meaning and understanding 
in an intellectual, emotional and spiritual sense.

Tourism is also an important element of emergent trans-
national ‘cultural economies’ – or economies of the cul-
tural – in that it provides and connects new audiences, 
and generates new pressures and new opportunities.

ICOMOS DEFINITION
The International Letter about Cultural Tourism4 
(ICOMOS, 1976) defines that cultural and natural 
heritage, in a general point of view, belongs to us all 
and we have the right and the responsibility of un-
derstanding, valuing and preserving it.

Intangible assets are becoming increasingly important in 
tourism and destination competition. Countries concen-
trate on getting their intangible assets listed on the latest 
UNESCO Intangible Heritage register5. Tourism institu-
tions deal in heritage with ever more attention, realising 
their huge potential in developing products, niches and 
destinations along these assets.

4  http://www.icomos.org/en/what-we-do/focus/179-arti-
cles-en-francais/ressources/charters-and-standards/162-interna-
tional-cultural-tourism-charter Adopted by ICOMOS at the 12th 
General Assembly in Mexico, October 1999

5 https://ich.unesco.org/en/purpose-of-the-lists-00807
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CULTURAL TOURISM AND
CULTURAL INDUSTRIES
According to the Organisation for Economic De-
velopment and Cooperation (OECD)6 study on the 
economic importance of culture indicated that in 
several major economies, the value of the cultural in-
dustries is between 3% and 6% of the total economy. 

In the case of the Europa Nostra7 that figure is more 
than 50%. 

The United Nation World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO)8 estimates that cultural tourism accounts 
for 40%.

Cultural tourism is frequently used to describe certain 
segments of the travel market. It may be associated with 
visits to historical, artistic and scientific or heritage at-
tractions.

The World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO)9 has two 
definitions of cultural tourism. 

- In the narrow sense, cultural tourism includes “move-
ments of persons for essentially cultural motivations 
such as study tours, performing arts and cultural tours, 
travel to festivals and other cultural events, visits to sites 
and monuments, travel to study nature, folklore or art, 
and pilgrimages.”

- In the broader sense it is defined as “all movements of 
persons, because they satisfy the human need for diversity, 
tending to raise the cultural level of the individual and 
giving rise to new knowledge, experience and encounters.”

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
ELEMENTS
The European Travel Commission (ETC) report on 
“City Tourism and Culture”10 distinguishes between 
an inner and outer circle of cultural tourism:

	The inner circle represents the primary elements 
of cultural tourism which can be divided into:

a) heritage tourism - cultural heritage related 
to artefacts of the past and 

b) arts tourism - related to contemporary 
cultural production such as the performing 
and visual arts, contemporary architecture, 
literature, etc.

	The outer circle represents the secondary ele-
ments of cultural tourism which can be divided 
into:

a) lifestyle - elements such as beliefs, cuisine, 
traditions, folklore, etc. and 

b) creative industries - fashion design, web 
and graphic design, film, media and enter-
tainment, etc.

6  https://www.oecd.org/std/na/37257281.pdf
7 Europa Nostra, 2005
8 http://media.unwto.org/press-release/2016-11-23/unwto-con-
gress-discuss-links-between-cultural-heritage-and-creative-tourism
9 http://www2.unwto.org/en

10  http://szakmai.itthon.hu/documents/28123/121718/133_
ETC_CityTourism&Culture_LR.pdf/0832e724-2301-4fed-99d0-
1d563e6e17a3
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CHANGES
The landmark UNESCO Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage11, we 
can broadly identify four key changes relating to the tourism and culture interface. 

	 Understanding of culture as a concept and its fundamental importance for the construction of social identity 
has both broadened and deepened considerably. The definition of cultural heritage now also relates not only 
to material expressions such as sites and objects, but also to intangible expressions such as language and oral 
tradition, social practices, rituals, festive and performative events. Culture is seen much more to refer to ‘ways of 
life’ and everyday practice as well as being manifest in buildings, sites and monuments. Moreover, the diversity 
of culture(s) is recognised to be fundamental to, and in line with, the principles of sustainable development and 
thus something which needs to be both “recognised and affirmed for future generations” (UNESCO, 2001).

	 We better understand the close inter-relationships between culture and natural environments and in protecting 
each we are helping to enable both to protect and re-create their resources.This inter-relationship, what Posey 
(1999) has termed the “inextricable link”, is also at the centre of the sustainable development concept.

	 The international tourism continues to expand, we also need to recognise that it is continually changing the 
ways in which it operates. This is on-going process of market segmentation and product differentiation fits well 
with programmes of developing cultural tourism.)

	 Policy and planning goals are  shifting  away  from  solely dealing  with  tourism’s  ‘impacts’  on  various  aspects  
of  culture  and  the  environment towards a more proactive role whereby tourism is integrated with other 
development aims and instruments to deliver key sustainable development outcomes (Rauschelbach, Schäfer, 
Steck, 2002).

11  http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0014/001475/147578e.pdf
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However, ‘thinking out of box’’ and a long-term vision 
on culture-tourism match is missing. It is not enough to 
have culture, it should also be made accessible to visitors 
alike through appropriate themes, narratives and utmost 
of contemporary interpretation. The product based ap-
proach used by national tourism organizations in charge 
of marketing countries tourism potential to ‘’cultural 
tourists’’ in most of cases ignores the fact that the visitor 
has little or no knowledge of the local culture, and is un-
likely to be impressed simply by cultural diversity. 

The challenge to overcome is also that the destinations 
themselves often try and market their culture in general 
- offering a wide range of products, while many “cultural 
tourists” are interested in much more specific experiences.

The ETC12 survey of cultural tourism policy makers in 
Europe concluded that “...cultural tourism in Europe is 
traditional rather than innovative...it was agreed that the 
traditional cities for cultural tourism in Europe are not 
innovative enough, resulting in a loss of market share in 
favour of relatively new destinations and cities with in-
novative products.”

This is just one important sign that competition in the 
cultural arena is no longer just about culture but also 
about creativity.

Tourists engage with the cultural heritage of a destina-
tion not only through monumental forms but in more 
intangible ways as the past enshrined in contemporary 
behaviours and practices. Thus increasingly various 
forms of intangible heritage and hidden heritage could 
be mobilised for tourism purposes. Experiencing hidden 
and living heritage is a particularly enriching experience 
for both tourists and the community.

Tourists do not only encounter cultural heritage as just 
‘the past’, but rather the sense of place, particular people 
or community in a living context.

Therefore, cultural heritage, and in particular hidden 
heritage, matters. It draws on insights from across the 
arts and humanities as well as connecting with devel-
opments in science, technology and practice, leading to 
significant wider impact and benefits within the heritage 
sector and beyond.

Chapter II: CONTEXTUALIZATION
Contextualization of hidden heritage shall establish 
grounds for recognizing, framing and revealing connec-
tions between the cultural heritage known forms and its 
hidden part, but also an environment for demanding and 
offering new touristic products based on hidden heritage. 

While much of our heritage has been collected, exam-
ined and shared for large scale public consumption, a 
significant portion still remains hidden away in libraries, 
museums, archives but also memory of people as this 
heritage was lost at a point in history: destroyed, banned 
or repressed for political or societal reasons, disappeared 
or of immaterial nature.  These hidden parts of our her-
itage are waiting to be discovered and shared. Therefore, 
the aim is to offer hidden heritage the exposure it de-
serves, allowing it to be more fully incorporated into the 
cultural and touristic sectors. 

The international collaborative work, co-design and co-
production approaches of cultural and tourism sector 
and wider communities are an important aspect that 
enables to address various aspects of hidden heritage, e.g. 
contested and forgotten heritages; new interpretations 
and ways of representing heritage; changing owner-12  http://www.etc-corporate.org/
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ship, rights, roles and responsibilities within and across 
communities and generations; etc. These processes shall 
explore how can arts and humanities research contribute 
to processes which uncover ‘hidden’ heritages, rediscover 
‘lost’ heritages and/or enable the re-valuation and re-in-
terpretation of under-valued heritages. 

PUTTING HIDDEN HERITAGE 
IN CONTEXT
Contextualization aims to affect the value attributed 
to hidden heritage and how it is treated. Therefore, 
the following questions shall be addressed when 
putting ‘’hidden heritage in context’’: 

- What role does hidden heritage play in our 
society and areas such as education, social 
cohesion, sense of place and well-being?

- Does hidden heritage influence identity for-
mation and the way in which we learn about 
and perceive the past and different cultures?

- How and when are different types of her-
itage recognised, experienced, embraced, 
represented or ignored?

- How do we value hidden heritage and mea-
sure/build the evidence base for that value?

- How, why and with what results do people 
engage with their hidden heritage and why 
does it matter to them?

- What are the impacts of the loss of hidden 
heritage?

The process shall lead to development of the strategy 
that involves support for the continued development 
of hidden heritage as a vibrant, innovative, highly 
collaborative and cross-disciplinary field. It shall 
also reflect on interconnections between policy and 
practice, and moves towards co-operation between 
institutions, practitioners and communities and 
explore on opportunities for impact on other sector 
foremost, tourism. 

Hidden heritage role in global society needs to be 
considered in wider highly dynamic cultural and cre-
ative ecosystems, social and economic contexts.

HIDDEN HERITAGE RESEARCH AREAS
The research areas on hidden heritage are multi-lay-
ered. For resourcing the heritage, it needs to be 
identified, analysed, contextualised and utilised. For 
achieving this, resourcing needs to be initiated, and 
the questions about the history, roles, values, po-
tentials, etc. of particular heritage need to be asked. 
Viewing it through more prisms will generate more 
different perceptions, and will thereby target the 
consumption of wider and more diverse audiences.

The provided examples presented in the section be-
low shall be used as starting points, yet further devel-
oped and tailor-made for single cases. 

Values and hidden heritage:
o What counts as hidden heritage, how is it chosen, 
how does this change in increasingly diverse/plural 
societies
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o How does the way societies deal with their hidden 
heritage respond to shifting interpretations of the 
past and how does hidden heritage influence identity 
formation and the way in which we learn about and 
perceive the past and different cultures?

o What role does heritage play in areas such as 
cross-cultural engagement, popular culture, contem-
porary arts, etc?

o How do different cultures value and represent their 
heritage and how do cross-cultural engagements af-
fect these values and representations?

o How is the value of heritage distributed – whose 
heritage is excluded?

Community engagement with 
hidden heritage:

o How should public engagement with hidden her-
itage relating to ‘difficult pasts’ be managed? Can 
community engagement with diverse hidden heri-
tages support inclusion and positive inter-cultural 
dynamics and post-conflict reconciliation?

- How can hidden heritage supporting conflict rec-
onciliation or improved communication between 
‘’dominant’’ and ‘’immigrant’’, ‘’marginalized’’, etc. 
cultures?

- What role does hidden heritage play in the well-
being of diasporic and displaced communities?

- How can people engage with hidden heritage in 
the future?

- How might issues of displaced heritages and high 
mobility be addressed in the future?

- Can community engagement lead to more sus-
tainable management of cultural heritage?

- What new forms of and opportunities for, en-
gagement with hidden heritage emerge?

- What approaches are most effective in uncover-
ing the potential of hidden heritage to contribute 
to international development?
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Innovative use and re-use of 
hidden heritage

- How can hidden heritage be used as a resource 
for cultural, social and economic wellbeing?

- How can arts contribute to processes which 
uncover ‘hidden’ heritages, rediscover ‘lost’ her-
itages, understand ‘entangled’ heritages and/or 
enable the re-valuation and re-interpretation of 
under-valued heritages?

- How to support innovative use of hidden heri-
tage, heritage skills (e.g. crafts) and heritage re-
search and data?

- How might hidden heritages be more effectively 
identified, sustainably conserved and exploited in 
the future?

Sustainable management of 
hidden heritage:
- What new paradigms are emerging for managing, 

governing, making decisions about, engaging, safe-
guarding and adapting our hidden heritage or deal-
ing better with the potential loss of hidden heritage 
in a rapidly changing world?

- Can more integrated approaches be adopted which 
reflect diverse needs and pressures andwhich also 
factor in responsibilities to future generations?

- What can we learn from sharing sustainable practices 
and data across national, organisational and other 
boundaries?

- How to sustain environments, landscapes, places and 
spaces that people use, while respecting historical 

integrity and taking into account changing societal 
needs?

- How might hidden heritage tourism be sustainably 
developed?

Changing Heritage Economies:
o How hidden heritage experiences encounters and 
enhance the contribution of heritage to the growth 
of the experienceeconomy?

o How potential for inter-disciplinary andcollabora-
tive hidden heritage research could inspire creativity 
and innovation whichcontributes to the creative 
economy?

- What new opportunities and challenges does 
hidden heritageraise for future heritage econo-
mies?

o How hidden heritage could contribute to clusters, 
place-making and local and regional economicdevel-
opment?

The context for hidden heritage shall be construct-
ed and deconstructed, refined and updated through 
continuing dialogue with the research, heritage and 
wider interested communities. Apart from that, the 
research on hidden heritage shall support develop-
ment of capabilities, facilities and skills needed to un-
derpin innovation in this field, build strong pathways 
to impact, strengthening the narrative and evidence 
base for the economic, social and cultural value and 
impact of heritage on a society. 
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Chapter III: TOURISM POTENTIAL
Tourism is a fastest-growing economic sectors in the 
world13. 2016 marked the seventh consecutive year of 
growth for European tourism, a modest but welcome 2% 
increase compared to last year. Prospects remain pos-
itive with tourist flows to Europe expected to increase 
by around 3% in 201714. International tourist arrivals are 
expected to grow by 3.3% a year between 2010 and 2030, 
with arrivals in emerging destinations growing faster 
than those in advanced economies3. 

Europe remains the largest tourism market worldwide, 
taking a total of 41% of international tourism receipts, 
with growth concentrated mainly in Southern and Medi-
terranean Europe, including South-East Europe (SEE)15. 

The European Union recognizes the importance of cul-
ture as part of the European tourism experience and as 
an element that can enhance the profile of Europe as a 
global destination. Thus, the European Commission (EC)16 
supports cultural tourism as a means of underpinning the 
“unity in diversity “of the European Union population.

However, the mobilisation of culture in the tourism field 
broadly uses the same type of approach.  Indeed, tour-op-
erators, tour guides, and tourism planners  translate,  
commodify  or package  particular  types  of  artefacts,  
spaces,  stories  and  social  practices  into  discourses, 
products and events that are accessible to tourists.

Tourism and its wider institutional networks operate 
an asymmetric relation of power, imposing touristic 

13 UNWTO (United Nation World Tourism Organization), 2015
14 ETC (European Travel Commission), 2017
15  OECD (Organisation for Economic Development and Co-opera-

tion), 2015
16  http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex-

%3A52010DC0390 

aesthetics and underlying values to the selection and 
interpretation of various cultural resources (Nash 1989). 
Particular elements, practices or spaces essential to a 
community’s social life may be ignored by tourists when 
irrelevant or untranslatable in terms of their aesthetics 
and ways to understand the world.

Tourists, by definition, spend only a short period of time 
in any particular place and thus they can only experience 
selective aspects of the host culture. Such translation and 
packaging processes happen in any form of intercultur-
al communication and exchange, but in the context of 
tourism this process of commodification has often led to 
unavoidably transforms original configurations.

In such conflicting contexts, tourism not only challenges 
recognised formulations, categories and boundaries of 
collective identity, but also relocates the very processes 
of formulating and constructing identity into the new 
social spaces created by tourism (Picard 1992). 

TOURIST TYPES
Hard-core tourists join tours or groups 
travelling specifically for educational 
purposes and/or to take part in environ-
mental or cultural projects, such as wild-
life monitoring.

Dedicated tourists want to visit protect-
ed or cultural areas and understand local 
natural and cultural history.

Casual tourists consider natural and 
cultural travel as an incidental compo-
nent of a broader trip.

TRAVEL MARKET
Tourism is more than ever before di-
vided into market segments defining 
different types of experiences. The 
tourism market comprises three gener-
al classifications: 

• the independent travel market, 

• the speciality activity market, and 

• the general package-holiday market.
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Based on these different types of observations, tourism 
has been thought of as a dynamic space allowing com-
munities to test different formulations and interpreta-
tions of culture. Often communities only become aware 
of particular cultural elements through the interaction 
with tourists and various tourism operators. In this con-
text, the mobilisation of such elements – or ‘resources’ 

– may only make sense in relation to the tourists, but also 
as an economic resource to generate income (Picard & 
Robinson 2005).

The differentiation taking place whereby destinations are 
finding ways in which they can differentiate themselves 
through the distinctiveness and diversity of their cultural 
offerings. This presents opportunities for the variety of 

4

Golubac
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local cultures and communities to feed into regional and 
national tourism strategies.  In part this can be conceived 
of as creative tourism marketing.

HERITAGE PLACES WITH 
TOURISM POTENTIAL
Heritage places with the potential to facilitate the 
development of tourism products share a number 
of common features. They:

• are interesting and/or unique and can tell a sto-
ry;

• are known beyond the local heritage communi-
ty;

• lend themselves to being promoted and pre-
sented;

• have an established or potential reputation as 
“must-sees” in the tourism sphere;

• are accessible and can be managed to absorb vis-
itation without adverse impact;

• can be readily explored by tourists, engaging 
them at a personal level;

• provide an enticing tourism experience with 
quality and authenticity.

DESTINATION ATTRACTIVENESS
It is clear that culture is important for tourism and for 
the attractiveness and competitiveness of destinations. 
The most successful destinations are those that can cre-
ate a positive synergy between culture and tourism. But 

this synergy does not happen automatically: it has to be 
created, developed and managed. 

The ‘’destination attractiveness’’17 depends on four com-
ponents:

- Core resources and attractors (physiography, 
culture and history, market ties, mix of activities, 
special events, entertainment and superstruc-
ture);

- Supporting factors and resources (infrastruc-
ture, accessibility, facilitating resources, hospitali-
ty, enterprise);

- Destination management (resources steward-
ship, marketing, finance and venture capital, 
organisation, human resource development, 
information/research, quality of service, visitor 
management); 

- Qualifying determinants (location, interdepen-
dencies, safety/security, awareness/image/brand, 
cost/value). (Crouch and Ritchie 1999).

However, a mere attractiveness of a destination is usually 
not enough for developing tourism, especially the prod-
ucts leaning on culture or heritage. There is a number 
of criteria which are important in developing a positive 
relationship between tourism and culture. Some of them 
are:

- the permanence of cultural activities; 

- the degree of participation by local people in ad-
dition to tourists;

- the territory’s capacity to produce all the goods 
and services demanded on this occasion, i.e. the 
local context is paramount; 

17  http://www.oecd.org/cfe/tourism/theimpactofcultureontourism.htm 
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- the interdependence of these activities to foster 
“clustering effects”;

- the organisational capacity of a place - the 
“orgware” - is also an important factor. 

The above given elements lead to the perspective given 
by Cracolicia at al. (2006) that the destinations have to 
organise their resources in the most efficient way to pro-
duce competitive advantage in the highly competitive 
tourist market, as per the model suggested below.

In other words, attractiveness will generate competi-
tiveness only if the resources are utilised within a gover-
nance model, branded and promoted towards the target 
audiences. Heritage resources are a valueper se, but they 
cannot be fully valorised without liaising them with ex-
ternal stakeholders, and using tourism as an optimum 
channel. 

COMPETITIVENESS
Resource availability Resource use

Endowed assets Governance/management

Created assets Marketing/branding

Comparative advantage Competitive advantage

Attractiveness

Competitiveness

TOOLS FOR INDENTIFICATION, 
CONTEXTUALISATION AND ASSESSMENT 
OF THE RESOURCES WITH TOURISM 
POTENTIAL
Given below are the tools for identifying, contextualizing 
and assessing the resources that have tourism potential. 
The questionnaires and matrix will help future devel-
opers of heritage sites recognise their resources, valorise 
their potential and place the ones that turn out to be 
worth interpreting in adequate contexts(s).
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Two-step questionnaire for identifying hidden heritage sites or events  
of history within the Danube Cultural Platform 

STEP-ONE QUESTIONER ON HIDDEN HERITAGE SITES

Site / historical event
Name / location / status18

National/ transnational

Short description of the site / historical event 
What is the “hidden” aspect? 

Why the site / event is valued as heritage?
	What is the historical significance of the site – does the site demonstrate or is it associate with:
- events,
- historial process,
-  themes?
	What is the aesthetic significant - does it demonstrate craftsmanship, innovation, design, quality 

of execution, etc.?
	What is the condition (completeness, intactness)?

How is the site/historical event connected to the Danube region:
IMPORTANT: The site/event should has a connection to the Danube or its water connections.
Please explain briefly the transnational aspect (potentials), social, geographical links

Existing Interpretations  and storytelling materials (data / tools / facilities):
Historical data, themes and messages, 
materials and information or stories regarding the identified “hot spots”  (brief data), and facilities like 
signage, text panels, visitors centre, etc.

Identified best practices in interpretation and/or storytelling 
	Do you already use innovative techniques (digital, artistic) in Interpretation and/or 

Storytelling of heritage sites?  
If yes please describe what tools/techniques are particularly successful (e.g. ICT tools, artistic interpretation, 
multi-layered approach, audio-video material, etc.)  

18  Status – tangible or intangible heritage; protection level (national level, UNESCO)
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 Tourism product potential   
Please assess the  potentials of the site / historical event for development of a tourism product?
Please describe the educational potentials of the site/historical event?  

Link to the transnational theme
Migrations / Lifestyle/ Connecting Structures / Immaterial Heritage11

Would described site/ event fit into above mentioned topics? How do you see such link (if any)?

Link to the transnational theme
Other 
What do you see as potential for transnational theme not covered with two above identified topics? How 
do you see your site / events fits in such topic? 

Link to the Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe
Please find in the links to the  thematic routes of the Council of Europe existing in the Danube region: 
The European Route of Jewish Heritage (2004): AT, BH, BG, CZ, DE, HU, HR, RO, RS, SI, SK, UA (potential 
link lifestyle, synagogues, cemeteries, monuments, etc.)
ATRIUM Architecture Totalitarian Regimes 20th Century (2014): BH, BG, HR, RO (potential link: Ion 
Curtain, memories of the 20th century linked to the division of Europe, etc.)
The Roman Emperors and Danube Wine Route (2015): BG, HR, RO, RS (potential link: Roman Heritage)
European Route Historical Thermal Towns (2010): DE, CZ, HU, HR, RO
The Réseau Art Nouveau Network (2014): AT, DE, HU, RO, RS, SI
The European Cemeteries Route (2010): AT, BH, DE, HR, RO, RS, SI Via Habsburg (2014): AT, DE

19 Sites/events which can fit into the mentioned topics could be (without excluding new ideas): bridges, transport & commerce along the Dan-
ube through history (boats, wood, salt commerce); communication structures (e.g. postal systems); migrations of people and mixture of empires 
(Habsburgs, Ottomans, etc.); schools; cemeteries; churches; music; literature; river lifestyle (beaches, thermal baths, wine, beer, gastronomy, brandy, 
fish, etc.); etc. 
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Step-two questionnaire for valorising of selected hidden heritage or events of history and its tourism potential

CONSERVATION

Conservation status good reasonable bad ruin

Threats

Other

ACCESSIBILITY 

Type of access highway National 
road

Local 
road

pedestrian

Public transport Yes No

VISITS 

Visit rules Yes No

Entrance fee Yes No

Infrastructure Yes No Which?

Map location Yes No

INTERPRETATION

Interpretation Yes Specify: No

Interpretive talk 

- takes place at one single site 

- deals with just one phenomenon 

- uses just one theme 

Interpretive walk 

- connects several phenomena

- has one main theme and at each 

- phenomenon one theme 

- follows one theme line 
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Roving interpretation 

- has several phenomena and 

themes in store 

- selects according to opportunities 

- evolves under one main theme 

- within a theme circle 

NEARBY TOURISTIC AREAS of 
INTEREST 

Natural Attractions Flora Fauna Rivers Geology

Rural Attractions Landscape Villages Wineries Legends

Matrix for Interpretative Potential Index

CRITERIA Good Acceptable Bad

Singularity

This aspect refers to the condition of rareness of the element within the place. The more singu-
lar the element is, the bigger the interpretive potential is. 

12-9 8-5 4-1

Attractiveness

Attractiveness deals with the capacity of the feature to impact and attract the curiosity of 
visitors without interpretation. The more attractive the more will be its value.

12-9 8-5 4-1

Resistance to impact

Not all features with interpretive potential can bear the impact of visitors. Depending on their 
intrinsic frailty, an element can have a higher or lower mark as refers to this aspect.

9-7 6-4 3-1

Access to diverse kind of public

This aspect refers to the characteristics of the feature as regards their access conditions e.g.it 
will not be suitable for certain kinds of visitors as elderly, children or disabled people, etc.

9-7 6-4 3-1

Seasonality

Not all resources can be open to the public in all seasons, either due to their intrinsic char-
acteristics (which is more common in natural resources) or due to restrictions aimed at its 
conservation (as it would be the case of fresco paintings, cave art, etc.).

6-5 4-3 2-1

Present influence of visitors

Through this aspect we assess if the feature (or a nearby element) has already got a certain 
number of visitors, that is, if it is already known and visited before the setting up of an inter-
pretive programme.

9-7 6-4 3-1
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Availability of information

It refers to the amount of reliable information existing on the feature. Without such sources 
of information interpretation becomes almost impossible.

6-5 4-3 2-1

Level of difficulty of explanations

This aspect assesses how difficult schematic explanation of the feature and its meaning is.

6-5 4-3 2-1

Pertinence of content

At this point we will evaluate if the interpretive themes are coherent with the ones in the rest 
of the resource. This aspect aims to assess the acceptability of the theme as regards the general 
interpretive plan.

6-5 4-3 2-1

Safety

The safety standards of the feature and the surrounding area are also very important. We will 
then evaluate the existing level of safety.

3 2 1

Accessibility

It also assesses whether there already are some access infrastructures, as roads, stairs, drinking 
water sources, etc.).

3 2 1

Source: Badaracco and Scull (1978) and Morales and Varela (1986)

The detection and evaluation of the features with interpretive potential are crucial for the interpretive plan. These fea-
tures are not always so obvious and without a deep and conscious analysis of each one of the resources that is going to 
be interpreted, it wouldn’t be possible to carry out a precise interpretive plan. However, only the features with a high 
interpretive level shall be chosen for interpretive programmes. 
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Chapter 4: COMMUNICATION 
The communication in tourism aims to ensure that the 
visitor gets interested to travel to the destination, and 
following the first visit experience generates sufficient 
interest that the visitor will return and seek even deeper 
experiences.

PURPOSE OF HERITAGE 
COMMUNICATION
Heritage communication should:

•	 raise national, regional and local community 
self-esteem, fostering support for the preserva-
tion of heritage and the sustainable use of cul-
tural and natural resources;

•	 enhance the ability of local  communities  and  
stakeholders  to  have  a  role  in  determining  
the appropriate presentation and communica-
tion of their material and non-material cultural 
assets and values;

•	 enhance the creation of innovative goods and 
services to generate revenue for the mainte-
nance and preservation of heritage places and 
the long-term sustainability of traditional crafts 
and arts;

•	 enhance the engagement of visitors as consum-
ers for both traditional and contemporary prod-
ucts and services, providing socio-economic 
benefit opportunities for the local community;

•	 enable tourists to gain a richer and more satisfy-
ing experience from the visit;

•	 spread the extent of tourism activity beyond 
iconic sites and peak seasonality towards less 
heavily visited  places,  reducing  congestion  
and  other  adverse  tourism  impacts  on  heri-
tage  places  or particular communities.

4

Felix Romuliana,  
near Zajecar in Serbia
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The importance of hidden heritage communication is 
manifold. 

On one hand, it serves to raise awareness about its char-
acteristics and potential in local community, which 
should capitalise on the existence of tangible and intan-
gible resources. Although they can be identified by exter-
nal factors, it actually is the host community-individuals, 
institutions, businesses, etc. that create its value and ben-
efit from their use in a range of spheres-cultural, social, 
economic.

The identification is followed by a number of communi-
cation actions leading to valorising heritage, all targeting 
creating the product, destination or other instances that 

actually give new birth to the resources, and extract their 
potential. 

In the post-identification and development period, 
presentation towards external stakeholders- audiences, 
tourists and other consumers initially serves to create de-
mand, and later to maintain or increase the product’s or 
destination’s outreach. All communications aspects are 
intertwined, continuously creating cross-cutting links 
and adding value to each other.

Communication needs to contribute to elaboration and 
delivering of impacting messages that connect intellec-
tually and emotionally, the visitors and the meanings of 
the places with hidden heritage interest that they visit.

THREE LEVELS OF COMMUNICATION 
Communication takes place at three levels which are related to the: 

- Identification of meaning of the hidden heritage resource
When a hidden heritage resource is recognised, it is the first step to identify its value and meaning. As a rule, the re-
source can contribute to cultural and social wellbeing of both the local community and external visitors, while at the 
same time having potential to generate economic benefits for a host community, and bringing about emotional expe-
riences and changes with visitors.

We need to identify how we want to use it, for what purposes, with which audiences, and with what effects. This step is 
followed by shaping the messages. 

- Elaboration of messages
When preparing the message, it should be born in mind that it should attract the audience who are in their leisure time, 
not the captive public. This is why:
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• We have to deliver easily understandable information.

• We have to tell people something that interests them.

• It has to have a good script and revolve around a central theme.

Sam Ham formulates the five basic characteristics of a good message: 

• Simple, complete and brief expressions. 

• It contains only one idea.

• It shows the overall goal of the presentation.

• It is specific.

• It is interesting and motivating.

===

An example of this would be: 

1. Describe the topic: “I want to talk to my audience about…Danubian cultural heritage”.

2. Describe the specific topic: “Specifically I want to talk to my audience about… Danubian hidden heritage”.

3. Write the Theme: “After the visit, I want my audience to remember that… before their eye is a powerful river with 
multi-layered culture which contributes to their identity, values and wellbeing”.

- Support to visitors to generate meanings by themselves 
To be effective, heritage information should be available throughout the tourism experience: when travel choices are 
initiated, during the outward journey, at the site, during the onward journey, and as they tell others about their experi-
ences. The messages should be more than the basic functional information needed to undertake the journey. 

Tourists must have enough information in advance, so that upon arrival they are aware of what can and cannot be 
experienced. It is no longer sufficient to wait until tourists arrive at a destination or site to begin informing them of its 
heritage features.

Well-informed tourists are at the very centre of all sustainable tourism activity. With good preparation, they are more 
likely to appreciate the distinctive features of a destination or heritage site, to enjoy the visit, to make return visits, to 
recommend the experience to others, to develop a long term interest in the place and perhaps to become ambassadors 
for its conservation.
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There are many ways to convey a message, yet the success 
or failure of the process and of the method chosen are re-
flected in the visitor’s attitude and emotional state at the 
end of the visit.When linking heritage with audiences, it 
is important to understand how people receive, organize 
and store information.

The following premises should be borne in mind:

• People generally forget information, figures,etc. Thus, 
we do not normally remember centuries, the popula-
tions of cities or the number of dead in a battle. Most 
of the time, and for most of the audiences, in order 
to understand or appreciate this type of information, 
such information need to be set in their context. 

• Mere exposure to information, even the contextu-
alised ones, is not enough for memorising them. 
Interpretation, which is based on information but is 
not just information, is necessary for turning infor-
mation into perception. 

Postmodern tourists use the power of their intellect and 
imagination to receive and communicate messages, con-
structing their own sense of places to create their indi-
vidual journeys of self-discovery.

COORDINATING HERITAGE MESSAGES 
WITH TOURISM EXPERIENCE
There are several key communication channels that 
should be used to integrate heritage with tourism, raise 
awareness about the offer and serve to create the demand.

TRIP PLANNING SOURCES
The results of the 2014 “Flash Eurobarometer,” a yearly study of European tourism atti-
tudes conducted by research agency TNS on behalf of the European Commission, show 
that over half (56%) mention the recommendations of friends, colleagues or relatives, 
while 46% mention Internet websites. Less than one in ten mentioned paid-for guide-
books and magazines (7%), social media sites (7%) and newspapers, radio or TV (8%). 
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Personal recommendation
Personal recommendation is one of the most import-
ant determinants for trip planning, especially in Europe 
where over half of the travellers take it into account. Per-
sonal recommendation gets especially important when it 
comes to heritage or anything intangible, to experiences, 
emotions and perceptions, which are more difficult to 
present through any other communication channel.

New media and internet
Media has evolved into a multi-faceted tool with huge 
influence, and is no longer confined to one-way commu-
nication. Digital media have become a global forum for 
sharing information, exchanging attitudes, freely review-
ing or recommending, and bringing about the changes 
more swiftly than the traditional media could ever do. 
With the appearance of social networks with member-
ships bigger than populations of some of the world’s 
largest countries, every person possessing an account 
has become a medium. Networks, web sites, mobile ap-
plications, etc. make the products and destinations more 
globally visible, but also more vulnerable, so they should 
be very seriously treated when selecting the tools, editing 
and managing them.

NEW TECHNOLOGY DELIVERY 
PLATFORMS
•	 Mobile phones and PDA (personal digital assis-

tant) with 3D or WiFi and applications; 

•	 iPod and iPad type technology with Podcast 
downloading; 

•	 Personal GPS navigation devices in motor vehi-
cles with complementary information delivery; 

•	 Wikimedia  and  other  forms  of  downloadable  
information  that  connects  global  positioning 
technology with site specific information; 

•	 Fixed internet access points with a site or desti-
nation).

Traditional media
A group of mass communication media available before 
the advent of digital media, but still bearing great signifi-
cance, includes television, radio, newspapers, books, and 
magazines. Being one-way media, they are used for plac-
ing video and audio promotions, various forms of texts, 
advertisements or announcements which can reach wide 
audiences. 

The powerful effects of media communications can sig-
nificantly raise awareness about the topic of interest, and 
even bring about the changes of attitudes and behaviour 
among the targeted audience.
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Advertising and promotion

Advertising and promotion relates to all the mentioned 
channels, and targets increased visibility through a se-
ries of tools and tactics. The actions under this umbrel-
la should be coordinated and harmonised among the 
channels, so that the message placement and promotion 
is optimised. If there is a video campaign, it should be 
placed both on the internet and TV, attracting wider pub-
lic. If there are series of texts on the website and posts on 

social networks, they can be accompanied with printed 
advertorials inspecialised printed press.

Collaterals and souvenirs are physical supports of a 
certain brand, serving as take-away reminders of the 
destination or product. Apart from the fund-generating 
potential due to selling possibility, they should be used 
for promotion, optimally combined with all the available 
material that can be attached to the collateral or souve-
nir.

COMMUNICATION TOOLS INFLUENCE
The Interpret Europe (2016) ‘’European trends and developments affecting heritage interpretation’’ STEP analyses 
(focusing on technological along with socio-cultural, economic and political trends) shows the strength of signifi-
cance, relevance and impact of the following technological trends:

TECHNOLOGICAL TREND Significant Relevant Having impact

Social media extremely Extremely Extremely

Video very Very Very

Mobile application very Moderately Very

Touch screen very Very Very

Learning technologies very Very Very

Co-creation and re-use of heritage very Very Very

Virtual reality very Moderately moderately

Projections no at all Slightly not at all

(not at all > slightly > moderately > very > extremely)
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Chapter 5: INTERPRETATION
We are living in the experience economy20. Its main fea-
ture is that consumers prefer to pay for the emotion that 
a consumption experience provides, rather than becom-
ing the owner of a product or service.

This experience economy mobilises memory, emotion, 
feeling and representation more than the notions of 
ownership, utility and functionality.Creating experiences 
implies mobilising the skills and talents that are capable 
of grasping the emotional values.Thus, an ultimate ob-

4
Potpis vel policy 

framework for cul-
tural routes in the 

Danube area. The ac-
tivities are looking for 
response to manifold 

themes: to dev

20  http://www.forum-avignon.org/sites/default/files/editeur/Kurt_SalmonThe_manufacturing_of_innovation_def_UK_.pdf
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jective of interpretation is to imagine formats triggering 
visitors’ emotions and experience.

Taking all the information presented in the preceding 
chapters, it can be concluded that heritage should be 
communicated and interpreted through a series of chan-
nels and tools in order to be perceived by the target au-
dience which is supposed to experience it and optimally 
undergo a certain emotional process. Developing an 
interpretative programme requires the knowledge of the 
resource, the audience and the objectives. While blending 
economics, technology and the human factor shall lead 
to innovation of experience.  

Designing the interpretation strategy: 
How is interpretation conducted?
Defining the interpretation strategy enables linking the 
resources, stories and audiences, and turning the infor-
mation into experiences. This is the stage when we define 
how we tell our stories so that they impact our audiences 
in the optimum manner, which tools and techniques we 
use, and how we interpret hidden heritage. A variety of 
“hidden” modes will certainly require inventiveness and 
innovation in order to optimise the interpretation, as in 
most cases the simple principle of “show and tell” will 
not be feasible to apply.

Objectives formulation: Why do we 
want to interpret?
When it comes to carrying out an interpretive pro-
gramme, we must start from the objectives aimed at. 
These objectives can be framed in broad categories: 

educational, economic, public involvement, local com-
munity inclusion, heritage conservation, etc.

Interpretation can have as a final goal a series of objec-
tives, that, obviously appear combined in most cases, 
though there is always a predominant one.

On the other hand, there are three key specific objec-
tives in heritage interpretation which must be clear and 
written on a document. They are the ones which will 
define the effect we want to have on the public.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF 
HERITAGE INTERPRETATION
Conceptual objectives What do we want the visi-
tors to know?

Emotional objectives What do we want visitorsto 
feel?

Attitudinal objectives What do we want visitors to 
do or not do?

If we do not have a clear idea about what our objective is, 
we have not laid down either the criteria upon which 
is based the reminder of the interpretive programme, or 
the indicators needed for the evaluation of the future 
plan. 
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Resources analysis: What are we 
going to interpret?
The analysis of a resource identified to be presented 
through heritage interpretation can begin with the 
question: Why would visitors want to experience the 
resource? This question would immediately turn the at-
tention to the resource’s values for external audiences, 
not only for the host community. At this level, what also 
happens is contextualisation, or linking the resource with 
“bigger picture”. 

The questions about the resource’s value, meaning, iden-
tity, potential for generating knowledge, emotions and 
experiences will help us finally know what we want to 
interpret. Apart from that few additional factors need to 
be bear in mind before taking decision on interpretation 
models like accessibility, visits impact, the resource’s at-
tractiveness or if it is subject to seasonality, security, etc.

With defining the above-mentioned factors along with 
the potential audiences, it is possible to design the modes 
of interpretation.

Audience analyses: Who is the 
interpretation addressed to?
Finally, it is needed to analyse the potential audiences in 
order to develop appropriate interpretation tools. It shall 
be considered who are possible consumers, what individ-
uals or groups would be interested in the messages that 
are send out, and how to approach them to optimise the 
effects and reach the set objectives. Portraying the audi-
ences will help take the steps to address their needs, and 
the more is known about the potential visitors, the more 
effective the communication with them gets. 

HERITAGE TOURISTS
The heritage tourists are the special interest tourists 
and can be divided in five predominant groups:

1. educated visitors

2. professionals

3. families or groups

4. school children 

5. nostalgia –seekers

When considering an audience, it should bear in mind 
that each group will be looking for a different type of 
experience, and subsequently different types of interpre-
tation. Visitors’ response to interpretation also depends 
on their level of education, learning style, language and 
cultural traditions, but also on the amount of time avail-
able, the transport modes they use and other practical or 
logistical issues. 
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Roman Imperial 
Palace, in Sremska 
Mitrovica, Serbia
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TILDEN’S PRINCIPLES OF 
INTERPRETATION
Freeman Tilden21, one of the fathers of interpreta-
tion, formulated the principles of interpretation:

1. Any form of interpretationthat does not relate 
theobjects displayed and described to some-
thing with in the experience or personality of 
the visitors, will be totally sterile.

2. Information,as such, is not interpretation. It is a 
revelation based on information. They are two 
different things. However, every interpretation 
includes information.

3. Interpretation is an art that combines many arts 
to explain the presented subjects; and any form 
of art, to a certain point, is teachable.

4. Interpretation does not pursue instruction, but 
provocation.

5. It must be the presentation of the whole and not 
the parts isolated, and must be directed to the 
individual as a whole and not only to one of his 
aspects.

It is the role of interpretation to get and keep the audi-
ence interested. With the underpinning motto “provoke 
– relate – reveal”, interpretation should stimulate the use 
of the senses, rely as much as possible on personalised 
activities and keep heritage conservation, which is the 
subject of interpretation, as the main goal.

INTERPRETATIVE COMMUNICATIONS 
MEDIA
Getting back to interpretation and placing information 
in the context, there are two types of interpretative com-
munications media. 

One belongs to the group of non-personal and inde-
pendent, which exist regardless of the audience and the 
consumers can use them in their own right. These media, 
comprising panels, publications, displays, etc. do provide 
a level of interaction, but are more passive in their es-
sence and less involving towards the users. 

Another group belongs to personal, being significantly 
more interactive, thus more attractive and impacting. 
Ranging from guided tours to tailor made or dramatical-
ly enacted visits, these media have better contextualising 
potential. 

Both groups are needed for successful interpretation of 
a destination or a product. Adding value to each other, at 
least some of them should be selected for development 
and successful communication.

Apparently, the digital information and communications 
technologies (ICT) significantly transform and impact the 
interpretation. The interface of culture and technologies 
resulted in production of a wide range of applications 
for collecting and processing data, documenting and 
monitoring the physical conservation of objects and 
monuments, visualising structures and environments, 
including immaterial heritage, and created interactive 
information networks. 

21 https://books.google.rs/books?id=-dguBgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=inauthor:%22Freeman+Tilden%22&hl=sr-Latn&sa=X&ved=0a-
hUKEwjqtN_364nXAhVGI1AKHaNSCOAQ6AEIIzAA#v=onepage&q&f=false
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INTERPRETATIVE MEDIA
Non personal – independent Personal

information panels guided visits

publications demonstrations

self-guided routes tailor made activities

exhibitions or displays dramatically enacted visits

means of mass communication staff at info points

automatic audio-visual displays walking interpretation

ICT as a medium for communication as well as the col-
lection and processing of data, has facilitated a number 
of innovative applications for community and individual 
involvement in heritage. With the advent of Web 2.0, 
with enhanced possibilities for personal online interac-
tion, the use of web-based technologies has proven to be 
very successful in widening public participation. Further-
more, the integration of heritage with digital technology 
shown the potential for enhance aspects of all forms of 
research and management of cultural heritage. 

Yet, in order to enhance the cross-disciplinary under-
standing of all aspects of the use of ITC it is necessary to 
create on overview of the status and technology needs 
of cultural heritage sector. It is of utmost importance to 
point out that the ICT is a complex afield whose contri-
bution to the cultural heritage can only be realized if it is 
utilized in effective, sustainable ways. It cannot be con-
sidered as an immediate and ‘’solution for everything’’ 
approach. Apart from the challenges are not only and 
engineering but also on take into account the current 

transformations and emerging structural trends in the 
field of cultural heritage. What makes the field of cultural 
heritage a particular complex field for ICT integration are 
its ever-widening dimensions. 

The ICT offers a wide variety of specific forms and tech-
niques and it can link:

- augmented reality,

- 3D visualisation, 

- multi model interaction techniques,

- photogrammetric reconstruction,  

- Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI), 

- location aware with Bluetooth locative technol-
ogies, 

- virtual characters embedded into stereoscopic 
image, etc.

The combination of forms and techniques is unlimited.  
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HOW ICT WORKS22 
The photometric reconstruction 
processes the collected information in 
a stratigraphic visualization tool that 
provide plan, profile and perspective 
views of the data allowing the structuring 
and visualisation.

The data base applications could be 
specifically designed to collect, curate and 
communicate data relating to landscapes, 
objects and buildings but as well as 
community memory and intangible 
heritage related data. 

The system can consist of a site information server and a set of mobile 
units that are carried by the visitors. A wireless local network allows the 
mobile units to communicate with the site information server. The site 
could be equipped also with a locational tracking system to determine 
the position and orientation of users wearing the augmented reality 
binocular. 

When in use, the visitor can access information about the specific 
areas where the visitor is walking through and gain a visual impression 
of the original appearance of the site through augmented reality 
reconstructions. It enhances the visitor’s personal experience of the 
site through immersion in content-rich   digital environment that 
complements the physical experience. 

A very different challenge is encountered at sites or monuments where 
substantial parts of the cultural heritage are inaccessible, damaged, or 
lost. The use of off-site 3D-reconstructions can be useful in resolving 
the apparent contradiction between a legitimate concern for the physical 
conservation of a particular monument and the public’s right to have 
access to its cultural heritage.

22  http://www.enamecenter.org/files/documents/Know-how%20book%20on%20Cultural%20Heritage%20and%20ICT.pdf
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A walking tour through of hidden 
heritage neighbourhood could be 
delivered through location-aware, 
multimedia phones and PDAs (personal 
digital assistant). The system could mix 
mobile video, animation, audio and 
Bluetooth locative technologies. The 
guiding voice of local citizen shall depict 
local experiences on art and craft folklore, 
public and private spaces, etc. 

See under Benchmark: ‘’Hidden Places 
of Belgrade’’ developed by the Danube 
Competence Center (DCC) on hidden 
heritage of theneighbourhood Savamala 
in Belgrade, Serbia.  

The other system could integrate video cameras with a controllable real-
time overview of selected location and a 3D models on the location that 
are linked through to a database serve to interpret video images. The web-
based real-time interpretative data with ‘’hot spot’’ information points 
generate in matching VRML viewpoint from a 3D spatial information 
system provide ‘’virtual’’ visits to largely inaccessible locations.  

The role of ICT within the cultural heritage sector reaches 
far beyond the collection of digitised data and the creation 
of virtual reality. The researchers suggest that the watch-
words for the future of heritage are places, network, mem-
ory, identity and communication.  

Accordingly, heritage interpretation can significantly con-
tribute to raising awareness about heritage, the necessity 
for preserving the known, and the need for discovering the 
unknown. Rich interpretation of the past and the forgotten 

brings about its links with the present, and more impor-
tantly, with the future. Engaging interpretation can link 
the individual with the community, the self with the uni-
versal, local with global. Interpretation makes the appar-
ently invisible or unimportant get obvious and essential, 
and gives the heritage, hidden for centuries, forgotten with 
times or concealed in spaces, new dimensions, importance 
and roles. 
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INTERPRETATION – STEP BY STEP
A practical tool for developing an interpretation pro-
gramme can be the list of questions that should be 
answered throughout the process. Yet this tool is not a 
checklist in its own right, but rather a guide for pragmat-
ic thinking and action, while the graph below contributes 
to better understanding and correlation of phases.

STEPS AND QUESTIONS
1 OBJECTIVES

What is an overall objective of interpreting particular 
heritage resource?

What are specific objectives?

What do we want the visitors to know?

What do we want visitors to feel?

What do we want visitors to do or not do?

2 RESOURCE

Why is your resource important? 

Why should people visit your resource? 

What makes it significant? 

What makes your resource different from other 
things, locally or globally?

What or whom can you liaise with the resource?

What are the changes of the resource, or that the re-
source can bring about?

3 MESSAGES AND STORIES 

What is the message that should be conveyed? 

What stories will help you explain the significance of 
your resource? 

What will make the messages and stories go beyond 
the facts?

What topics will keep the visitors interested?

What will make the audience care about your stories 
and messages?

What stories will place your resource in a broader 
context?

4
Phases of 

interpretative 
planning
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4 AUDIENCES

Who is the audience for your interpretation?

Who are your visitors? 

Why will your audience visit your site?

What kinds of groups might you see? 

Will your visitors understand and appreciate what 
you are telling them? 

5 APPROACH

What is your strategy for interpretation? 

What are the best ways to tell your stories? 

How will you approach specific groups or individu-
als?

What tools will you use to convey your messages?

How would you like the visitors to experience the 
heritage you interpret? 

What are the ways to optimally meet the expecta-
tions of your visitors?

6 COMMUNICATION: 

How will you communicate your messages and sto-
ries?

What tools and channels will you use to communi-
cate your message?

What media will have the most influence on specific 
target audiences?

How will you receive feedback?

What personal or non-personal media will best sup-
port your heritage interpretation?

7 EVALUATION

What effects does your interpretation have? 

How does your programme communicate the signifi-
cance of your resource?

How does the programme affect people’s thoughts, 
feelings and actions?

How does your interpretation support the preserva-
tion of your resource?

What are the ways your programme contributes to 
overall and specific objectives?
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4

Rogljevačke pimnice, 
Negotin, Seria 
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SECTION II
Cultural Routes
Benchmarks

CULTURAL and TOURISM ROUTES 
Cultural Routes represent interactive, dynamic, and 
evolving processes of human intercultural links that re-
flect the rich diversity of the contributions of different 
peoples to cultural heritage.

The Cultural Routes of the Council of Europe (1987) 
demonstrate, by means of a journey through space and 
time, how the heritage of the different countries and 
cultures of Europe contributes to a shared and living cul-
tural heritage.

The Routes are grass-roots networks promoting the 
principles which underlie all the work and values of the 
Council of Europe: human rights, cultural democracy, 
cultural diversity, mutual understanding and exchanges 
across boundaries. They encourage intercultural dia-
logue, mutual exchange and enrichment across boundar-
ies and centuries. 

Individual and collective approaches are combined 
through new technologies, social media and various 
forms of storytelling. 

The ICOMOS Charter on Cultural Routes illustrates the 
progression of ideas relating to cultural properties and 
the increasing significance of values related to their set-
ting and territorial scale, and reveals the macrostructure 
of heritage. The charter discusses the interactive, dynam-

ic, and evolving processes of intercultural connections 
that convey the rich diversity of contributions by world 
peoples to cultural heritage.

===

OBJECTIVES OF THE CHARTER 
•	 To establish basic principles and methods of re-

search specific to Cultural Routes as they relate 
to previously established categories of cultural 
heritage assets.

•	 To propose essential procedures for the develop-
ment of knowledge about the evaluation, protec-
tion, preservation, management and conserva-
tion of Cultural Routes.

•	 To define necessary guidelines, principles, and 
criteria for correct use of Cultural Routes as re-
sources for sustainable social and economic de-
velopment, while simultaneously respecting their 
authenticity and integrity, appropriate preserva-
tion, and historical significance.

•	 To determine the bases for national and inter-
national cooperation essential for research, con-
servation, and development projects related to 
Cultural Routes.

===

Thematic heritage trails and routes might be the places 
with similar historic or physical features that are bun-
dled together in tourism marketing terms. However, the 
concepts of tourism routes are not the same as cultural 
routes —even including those of cultural interest. Key to 
the notion of the tourist routes as a means of communi-
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cating the significance of cultural diversity and heritage 
is the empowerment of host communities and their in-
volvement in their design, operation and interpretation.

Tourism to such places can include linear travel con-
necting parts of the collection, or site-specific visits to 
particular features within the larger network. Bundling 
provides major opportunities to communicate a consis-
tent and comprehensive message to build a critical mass 
for the attraction which would be impossible for an iso-
lated site.

The development of routes can also increase the market 
for local or regional products, cuisine or themed accom-
modation. Routes may be developed for touring by car, 
hiking/trekking, cycling, pony-trekking and other forms 
of transport. 

Cultural Routes of the Council of 
Europe Programme
As 2017, 31 Cultural Routes are certified by the Council of 
Europe, presenting very different themes that illustrate 
European memory, history and heritage contributed to 
an interpretation of the diversity of present-day Europe.

The European Institute of Cultural Routes (EICR), locat-
ed in Luxembourg, is the technical agency for Cultural 
Routes of the Council of Europe set up in 1998 under an 
agreement between the Council of Europe and the gov-
ernment of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg (Ministry 
for Culture, Higher Education and Research).

The Institute advises and evaluates the Cultural Routes 
already certified by the Council of Europe, helps new 
projects in view to obtain the certification, organises 
training and visibility activities for Cultural Routes’ man-
agers and coordinates a university network. EICR houses 

the archives of the programme as well as a library with 
books on Cultural Routes and related subjects of interest.

Explore the Council of Europe Cultural Routes by Theme
https://www.coe.int/en/web/cultural-routes/by-theme 

BENCHMARKS
Audio Walk, Gusen – The Invisible Camp, 
Austria
The places and sites which have over time become invisible 
can be discovered and revived through sound and audio 
technology. The lack of tangible evidence, other interpre-
tation tools or visualisation makes the experience gained 
through one sense even stronger, bringing about the merge 
of facts and emotions. 

The Auido Walk Gusen, an art project conceived by 
Christoph Mayer, seeks out the concealed memory of an 
area that contained the concentration camps Gusen I and 
II (Mathausen Gusen) in Upper Austria during the Nazi 
dictatorship.

This camp, which was the hub of a large group of Ger-
man concentration camps that was built around the 
villages of Mauthausen and Sankt Georgen an der Gusen 
(Gusen) operated from early 1938 to the beginning of 
May 1945, at the end of the Second World War. With the 
death toll placed between approximately 150,000 and 
300,000 people subjected to extermination through la-
bour and brutality, this camp bears witness to some of 
the worst atrocities of the humankind. The Mauthausen 
site remains largely intact, but much of what constituted 
the subcamps of Gusen I, II and III is now covered by res-
idential areas built after the war.
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Following the Audio Walk Gusen, a voice over head-
phones leads the visitor through a pleasant residential 
and recreational landscape whose surface reveals no trac-
es of what happened here in the past. The visitor will re-
construct the memory of the camp by listening personal 
recollections of survivors and of contemporary witnesses 
from the local population, but also from those of perpe-
trators - retired members of the German air force soldiers 
and former members of the SS and former camp guards.

The visitors hear what no longer is visible, and listen to 
the stories which otherwise would have remained untold. 
The contrast of what used to exist at the very place and 
the contemporary landscape further contribute to the 
experience of the site. 

Visiting this walkable “sculpture” with the central theme 
of a buried memory, and viewing one and the same place 
from different perspectives offers not only an opportuni-
ty to interpret history, but a chance for introspection.

More information about the walk can be obtained at the 
AudioWalk Gusen website.

5
Overlapping aerial views of the concentration camp 
and today’s Gusen

5
“I pulled the cover so I wouldn’t feel the cold from the dead man lying next to me” is one of 
the sentences the visitors hear while walking through the residential Gusen

5
An Audio Walk sign leading towards today’s Gusen 
and the tour
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Hidden Heritage of a Landscape Project 
and Community Initiative, Scotland
Rediscovering the areas and landscapes with particu-
lar roles in the past or present, with shaping their future 
roles, can be immensely valuable for a community and its 
identity, while equally interesting for tourists, visitors and 
external consumers. Engaging the host community is an es-
pecially important part of such initiatives, and their inves-
tigations, explorations, presentations and interpretations of 
the invisible legacy gives these components a special trait 
and additional value. 

The “Hidden Heritage of a Landscape” project aims to 
uncover the hidden heritage of a landscape in the Scot-
tish Highlands, a strip of land connecting two small 
communities (in Argyll and Bute, hugging the shores of 
Loch Long and Loch Lomond and nestling among the 
‘Arrochar Alps’), their people and places, and the project 
designers wanted to rediscover its past, understand its 
present and celebrate its future.

Through a community-led heritage project, this land-
scape - a vital link between the Clyde sea lochs and in-
land Scotland, a through-route and a place to stay, a place 
to live, to farm, to enjoy and a place to bury the dead, 
used by Viking warriors and Victorian tourists, but also 
by the children going to school or holiday-makers pass 
through without realising its significance - has been re-
vived.

The project, on one hand, aims at involving the commu-
nity in the activities to lead them understand all the val-
ues of the area. Special programmes and activities tailor 
made for schools and children comprise, among other, 
the following:

- surveying and drawing plans

- using historic documents to investigate the past

- writing poems with a creative writing tutor and pro-
fessional poet

- craft activities including making model Viking long-
ships and runic jewellery
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- excavation

- themed drama workshops

On the other hand, the project aims at attracting the 
tourists and culture consumers to actively discover all 
the specificities of the landscape. Some of the modes to 
interpret this specific landscape include

- taking Heritage Trail

- touring Viking sites

- exploring National ParkCover pages of the Trail brochure

All the programmes, from graveyard research through 
archaeologic excavation to tourism interpretation are 
implemented in cooperation with reputable academic 
institutions.

In the survey period, 170 men-made features that had 
not been recorded on any other map were identified. 
Undertaking digital, plane-table and geophysical surveys, 
more specific sites have been investigated and all has 
been entered into a free open source mapping software 

3

Programmes 
involving children
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called the Quantum Geographic Information System 
(QGIS). 

Modern technologies have not been used only in the 
investigation period, but for further interpretation of 
hidden heritage. Some of the tools used are Reflectance 
Transformation Imaging (RTI) and photogrammetry. 
These are used to reveal hidden details, allow for the 
inscriptions to be read and recorded before further dete-
riorating, monitor the decay and even to alert to the need 
for preservation.   

More information about the initiative can be found here.

Hidden Places Belgrade free mobile 
application, Serbia

The mobile applications can be used to reveal a transfor-

mation – a hidden process that has happened over time, 
in the past, and has brought about a change. This change, 
which has hidden a series of landmarks and resulted in new 
products, can be discovered with the help of modern tech-
nology such as mobile apps.

The free mobile application “Hidden Places Belgrade” en-
ables its users to discover less known or hidden places of 
a Belgrade district – Savamala - which used to live a life 
fully different from what is known nowadays.

One of the oldest parts of Belgrade, the first to be built 
outside the walls of Belgrade Fortress and the first that 
most visitors encounter as it is located next to central 
train and bus station, Savamala was also once the center 
of the city. After the pedestrian zone was moved to Knez 
Mihailova Street, Savamala lingered as an industrial dis-
trict. Nowadays it is transformed into one of the most 
popular parts of Belgrade, and is known as an urban 
design neighbourhood and trendy district full of restau-
rants and bars. 

This application works with beacons, smart Bluetooth 
technology powered devices that are appointed on the 
desired places and tell the story about less known plac-
es that marked the history of this area. The application 
turns a walk round Savamala into an interactive tour, 
since, as soon as you reach a place included in the app, a 
short story about it would be shown followed by selected 
historical photos. 

The application, developed by the Danube Competence 
Centre and the Belgrade Tourism Organisation, covers 
15 locations as start up. Once downloaded, the applica-
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5
“Hidden Places Belgrade” poster showing a beacon device, powered by Bluetooth, telling 
a story about each marked place
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tion shows the map and the list of the locations. Turning 
Bluetooth on enables unlocking the nearby locations and 
getting familiar with them through stories and photo-
graphs. Even after unlocking, the user can always return 
to any of the locations using the Places list.  

The application is available for android and iOS systems, 
and can be downloaded both on the Google Play and Ap-
ple Store. 

4
Screenshots of the 

application options 
– introduction, 
map and place 

presentation
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Hidden Heritage of the Dean Family Cycle
Route mobile application, United Kingdom
Mobile applications can be also used in exploring and 
revealing the landscapes, sceneries, people, habits, and all 
kinds of tangible or intangible hidden heritage. Using a va-
riety of technological solutions, such applications can take 
their users back to the past or forward to the future, discov-
er the forgotten worlds that used to exist in the areas that 
do not indicate their past lives, reveal the people or peoples 
and their customs, inventions, places of birth or burial, or 
allow the consumers use the power of imagination in inter-
active processes and interpretation. 

The Hidden Heritage of the Dean Family Cycle Route 
mobile application, an example of such tools, follows the 
route taken by the old railway (Severn and Wye steam 
Railway) and tours more or less visible milestones that 
can be experienced virtually, thanks to the technologi-
cal solutions and features, while allowing the consumer 
to take an active part in discovering its hidden heritage 
through cycling and witnessing the forest’s past.

The Forest of Dean, a green island nestled between two 
rivers; the mighty Severn and the gentle Wye. In medi-
eval times it was a royal hunting forest, then a source of 
timber for the navy’s Tudor warships. By Victorian times 
it was a major site of industry; it’s noisy landscape greatly 
scarred by coal and iron mining, quarrying and associat-
ed industries.

Through the power of amazing imagery, the Hidden 
Heritage of the Dean iOS and Android application re-
veals the area’s rich industrial past that was in danger of 
being lost forever. The application has been included in 
the Audio Trails scheme, thus becoming available to a 
wider public, consumers and tourists. 

With the help of an interactive 1920s Ordnance Survey 
map, the GPS-triggered app guides visitors along the 
Forest of Dean’s ‘Family cycle trail’ – the former Severn 
and Wye steam Railway. There are 30 points of interest 
to explore. Each place of interest page is populated with 
stunning, automatically fading images that transition 
perfectly from historic photos (some dating back 120 
years) to the modern scene today. The following features 
enable the app user to see how the coal mines, quarries 
and railway once looked in this now idyllic setting:

- 30 Points of interest to explore as you travel this exit-
ing trail.- Offline mapping based on the 1920, highly 
detailed, 6 inch to the mile OS map. 

-  GPS located position shows your exact location on 
the map.

-  “Fade images” showing a transition from historic 
photo to modern landscape, with the help of GPS

3

Screen view of the 
application and its 
features
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Van Gogh Cycling Routes, Netherlands
Famous people – artists, statesmen, explorers, etc. are a 
valuable resource for interpreting heritage, when properly 
communicated. Nowadays there are myriads of modalities 
how these people, their works and legacy can be discovered 
and revived within rich tourism experience. One of such ex-
amples are Van Gogh Cycling Routes which, combined with 
the museums and special collections, contribute to under-
standing of this artist, his creativity and inspiration.

Five cycling routes dedicated to particular phases of Van 
Gogh’s life and creation take the visitors through land-
scapes and spots connected with his birth, education, 
passions, and works of art. The path localities are com-
bined with specific interpretation tools, ranging from 
information pillars (providing information along the 
routes) to twinkling coloured stones (association with the 
famous Starry Night). Two of the routes are presented be-
low in more detail.

Van Gogh cycling route: Nuenen

The 51km long path takes the visitors along a wonderful 
route and see many sites and objects around Nuenen, the 
place where the artist had been creating one quarter of 
his oeuvre.The cyclers can:

•	 VisitVincentre and dive into Van Gogh’s life in Nu-
enen.

•	 Cycle through the beautiful Brabant landscape and 
discover the sites and objects that Van Gogh painted.

•	 Listen to stories about Van Gogh’s relationship to 
these places at the information pillars.

•	 See the Van Gogh - Roosegaarde cycling path inspired 
by Vincent’s Starry night.

4

Gif of fading images 
transitioning 

from historic to 
contemporary, as 

shown below, can be 
found here
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Van Gogh cycling route: Roosegaarde

Cycling on a twinkling path inspired by a painting creat-
ed by Van Gogh - Starry night - allows the visitor discover 
the -Roosegaarde cycle path near Eindhoven, the Dutch 
city of light. The route allows the exploration by other 
means of transport, along with the possibilities to imag-
ine the sites from his paintings, visit the milestones of his 

life, learn about his works and immerse into his world. 
The accompanying interpretation tools provide for all 
the above, along with enjoying the landscapes and scen-
ery celebrated by one of the most famous artists.

3

Map of the routes
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Ode to Vincent van Gogh

The artist DaanRoosegaarde developed a 600 metre cy-
cle path that contains thousands of twinkling coloured 
stones. The stones are charged by daylight and display 
fragments of the famous Starry Night painting by Van 
Gogh. This form of ‘techno poetics’ is the contemporary art-
ist’s ode to the old Master.

Discover Van Gogh’s world

The cycle path can be found in the location where Van 
Gogh was inspired and made a big part of his oeuvre. Not 
only did he paint his first masterpiece The Potato Eat-
ers here; he also made paintings of the OpwettenseWatermo-
len and CollseWatermolen. The unique cycle path runs right 
between these two windmills.

More information about the 
routes can be found here.
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What’s Your Heritage? Campaign, Scotland
The What’s Your Heritage? Campaign ran by the “Historic 
Environment Scotland” organisation as the consultation 
with 2,000 and workshops with 200 people from across 
Scotland as part of Scotland’s Year of History, Heritage 
and Archaeology 2017 to find out which of Scotland’s 
places, buildings and monuments should be recognised, 
celebrated and mean the most to members of the public. 

Some of the objectives of the campaign conducted be-
tween November 2016 and March 2017 were to encour-
age a debate about, and interest in, what Scottish heritage 
is and how it can be managed, speak with a broad range 
of audiences and locations and raise awareness of new 
views and perceptions. 

The participants, asked to share their views on their heri-
tage, recognising and celebrating heritage and managing 
change to the historic environment showed significant 
interest in heritage, strong relation with their past and 
creative ideas for its future interpretation, which will all 
be used in shaping future policies and products.

Whereas the workshops focused on the above three ar-
eas, the survey asked 22 questions after briefly explaining 
different types of heritage designation and also the ways 
that heritage can be recorded and recognised. The an-
swers to the questions, ranging from their personal views 
about heritage to their possible involvement in heritage 
initiatives and interpretation provide for an analytical ba-
sis and a valuable material for creating and shaping new 
heritage interpretation. Managing change to the historic 
environment will put the themes that emerged through 
the campaign (keeping buildings alive, demolition, acces-
sibility, working together and education) in focus.

What’s Your Heritage? featured in publications all over 
Scotland and on local radio, but also through social 

networks, website, online blog and videos. The project 
hashtag #myheritages enabled a clear track of the cam-
paign which contributed to the conversation online gen-
erating discussion about what heritage means to people. 
Here are some data about the online effects of the cam-
paign:

•	 Almost 250,000 people saw the Facebook posts 
about the project. 

•	 Nearly 255,000 people saw the Tweets, with over 
1,000 interactions.

•	 Over 9,800 people saw the posts about the project 
on the LinkedIn profile.

•	 More than 70,000 people saw the project’s Insta-
gram posts and liked them over 3,800 times.

3

Key Survey findings
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•	 The web pages for the project were visited over 
4,450 times.

•	 The video reached over 137,000 people and was 
watched 40,500 times.

The initiative provides an innovative approach to heri-
tage, involves a vast community and stimulates participa-
tion in interpreting heritage. The campaign has enabled 
every interested person to give their views about pres-
ervation and conservation of the heritage, the needed 

changes to stimulate its accessibility and possible steps 
for keeping even the intangible and hidden examples vis-
ible and accessible to wider audiences, be it local inhabi-
tants, special interest groups or tourists.

The results of the campaign and its survey, workshops, 
etc. are available in the report. 

4

Workshops and 
consultations 

featured online with 
#myheritageis
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SECTION III
Data base on hidden heritage along 
the Danube

Objective
With intention to collect, increasing access and promote 
the hidden heritage assets along the Danube the project 
shall establish the data base. Through the process cultural 
elements shall be recorded – the tangibles like galleries, 
craft industries, distinctive landmarks, local events and 
industries, as well as the intangibles like memories, per-
sonal histories, attitudes and values.

The outcome shall be the creation of sets of linked data, 
that tie together individual themes and projects to form 
larger, cumulative stories and serve as grounds for ex-
tension of existing and-or new cultural and-or tourist 
routes. 

Explore the date base on:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Danube_Cultural_Heritage
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facilitate cooperation with overlapping Interreg programmes and the 
involvement of external stakeholders.  
The Visual Identity Manual for DTP projects is available on OwnCloud. 
Here you can find the necessary information concerning logos, colours, 
templates. 
The colour code for CultPlatForm_21 priority “green” is: 
 

 

 

7.4.1 The logo of the project 
All project activities have to be branded with the given project logo. The 
logo should be used on all communication materials (both hard copy and 
electronic as well as to display it in events) issued by the authorities / 
beneficiaries, only in English. Expenditures for any project deliverable 
which does not carry the relevant logos will not be regarded eligible by 
the national controllers! 

 
 
 
The pre-defined logos for all DTP projects include all elements that are 
necessary for a successful branding of the project activities: 

• European Union emblem 
• Name of the European Union and fund  

• Name of funding strand 
• Programme name 
• Project acronym 

 
The standard logo should be used whenever possible and ideally used on 
white backgrounds only. Using the logo on a coloured background is 
possible if there is no alternative, but it has to be a very light background. 
Furthermore the logo must be placed in a central and visible top position 
of the material (in the first/main page) and it can never be smaller than 
any other logo included in the same material. 
 

 

 

Alternative versions of the project logo, available on OwnCloud, are: 
1. Greyscale logo / Black and white logo / 1-colour logo for single 

colour reproductions (only to be used whenever the full-color 
version of the logo cannot be applied) 

2. Negative logo (only to be used whenever using reflex blue 
background. 

  
Fig. 12: CultPlatForm_21 standard project logo 

Fig. 11: CultPlatForm_21 colour codes 

Fig. 13: CultPlatForm_21 project 
logo: smallest size  


